APPENDIX - XII

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR MFS PERSONNEL

1. Name :

2. Rank and Number :

3. Present Posting :

4. Previous Posting :

5. Was it a routine transfer to MFS or you have asked for the transfer to MFS ?

6. What is your role perception. Goal perception. (Or else what are the duties assigned to you in MFS) ?

7. Do you think MFS is doing some job in the service to community. If so, enumerate the points. If not. give reasons ?

8. During your tenure how many cases you have worked out in tracing the missing persons or in the investigation of unidentifed of dead bodies ?

9. Do you carry out raids. traps. rounding up and home visits in tracing the missing persons ?

10. Do you think home visits of the missing persons and probing enquiries will be of immense use in tracing the missing persons ?

11. Have you ever investigated or associated yourself with the investigation of unidentifed dead bodies and missing persons ended in kidnapping or abduction and for ransom also ?

12. It is understood that MFS is not functioning well in Delhi Police Administration. Why it is so ? If not enumerate the good work done by MFS ?

13. It is said that posting in MFS is a punishment. Is it so the feeling of you and everyone ? If so why so ? If not why that rumour is spreading ?

14. It is said that there is no motivating factor like -

i) Rewards:

ii) Appreciation:

iii) President Medal/Meritorious services/Distinguished services; and

iv) Out-of-turn promotion.

15. What are the other motivating factors needed for MFS Personnel so that percentage of tracing of MF will increase ?
16. Amenities and facilities provided in MPS are very poor.
   i) There is no vehicle except one Motor Cycle.
   ii) Rooms provided is small and less in number.
   iii) Too much of congestion in the MPS Unit.
   iv) Treatment meted out to the traced missing persons is very bad due to lack of facility.
   v) Housing accommodation of MPS personnel is poor.

17. Maintenance of records in MPS is very poor. Why so?

18. Staff posted in MPS is less. How many more members will be adequate?

19. Do you think more lady police officers should be posted in MPS?

20. Would you like to continue in MPS? If so why? If not, why not?

21. Whether any review is carried out for the performance of tracing of missing persons and the investigation of unidentified dead bodies?

22. Do you think if more facilities are provided to MPS it will increase the performance role?

23. Have you undergone any training to deal with human beings particularly the persons in distress like missing persons. Any training was given to you when you have joined MPS. Initial/Refresher/orientation course in dealing with the MPS.

24. Whether any new method/investigation techniques have been taught you in MPS?

25. Can you narrate any interesting case study of missing persons or unidentified dead bodies during your tenure in MPS or otherwise?

26. For improving the efficiency of the performance of MPS what methods do you suggest?

27. Are you happy with your work assignment in MPS?

28. Whether ACP/DCP/Addl.CP/CP visited MPS during your tenure. If so how many times?